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With the popularity and development of the Internet, online advertising, 
aka webvertising, has been rising to be a strong impetus for the cyber economy 
and the advertising business. However, a coin has two sides. The webvertising 
is yet the exact one to blame when its infringements keep bringing damages to 
the rightful interests of massive Internet surfers, disrupting the due market 
order of the webvertising business, and setting difficulties to the government 
with its supervision and regulation problems.     
At present, the academic study of webvertising is not really deep-going, 
with a lot of legal issues hanging unsettled, especially when it comes to the 
webvertising tort.  
Webvertising tort is a brand new infringement act, coming along with the 
age of the Internet. In comparison with the traditional tort, it has its own 
characteristics in its tortfeasors, acting ways, and liabilities bearing etc.  
So the first chapter of this dissertation is exactly wrote for presenting the 
differences webvertising tort bears, by the efforts in defining webvertising tort, 
clarifying the possible tortfeasors and introducing its ways of act. In the next 
two chapters, under the premise of webvertising tort’s own characteristics, the 
dissertation adopts the classic theory of infringement act’s constitutive 
requirements to decide how to hold each one of the tortfeasors accountable for 
their behaviors and to what extent they should be responsible for the damages, 
according to their different roles in the infringing process. The last chapter 
points out the problems our government has in regulating webvertising tort 
through researching the status quo of the relevant legislation in our country, and 
then offers suggestions to optimize our efforts in curbing webvertising tort. The 
suggestions are specifically about how to amend those relevant laws and 













how to tackle the jurisdictional disputes involved in cross-border webvertising 
torts, and how to establish a more efficient webvertising supervision system in 
China. 
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1994 年 10 月，美国 Wired 杂志网络版首次出现了 AT&T 公司等 14
家客户的旗帜广告，开创了网络广告的先河。①与美国相比，我国的网络广
告起步较晚。中国第一个商业性网络广告出现在 1997 年 3 月，英特尔的一






收非常可喜，2012 年 1 月 12 日互联网数据中心（Data Center of China 
Internet）发布的《2011-2012 年度中国互联网市场数据报告》中指出，去年
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